### Description
This breaks sinedon when it makes the first insert of the table it creates.

```
sinedon.dbdatakeeper.InsertError: Field 'DEF_timestamp' doesn't have a default value
```

### Associated revisions
- **Revision b2fce728** - 12/13/2019 01:35 PM - Anchi Cheng
  
  refs #8387 default DEF_timestamp to current_timestamp

- **Revision 708f1458** - 12/13/2019 02:57 PM - Anchi Cheng
  
  refs #8387 change it back since table can only have one current_timestamp default and that will be DEF_timestamp in sinedon data

### History
- **#1** - 01/19/2020 08:45 PM - Anchi Cheng
  - Status changed from New to Closed
  - Assignee set to Anchi Cheng

  works